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Molokai Knife Attack Victim
Saved by Courageous Witness.
X-Boyfriend Arrested
John Henry Sardinha, of Hoolehua,
a 52-year-old Molokai resident has been
charged with attempted murder for
allegedly slashing his girlfriend with a
knife Saturday June 26th.
Police said the attack happened
about 10 p.m. in Kawela Barns in
Kawela, where Sardinha punched his
girlfriend and slashed her with a knife.
Another woman, who intervened
and eventually took the knife away, was
cut on both hands, police said.
Responding
officers
found
Sardinha's girlfriend had abrasions to
her face from being punched and serious
cuts to her right cheek and left forearm.
Both women were taken to Molokai
General Hospital, where Sardinha's girlfriend was treated for life-threatening
injuries. The other woman was treated and released.
Sardinha faces charges of second-degree attempted murder, second-degree
assault, and abuse of a family member. He is being held on $52,000 bail.
[Editor’s note: Both women are invited to a self defense firearms training
safety course for FREE, by Militia of Molokai. Call George Peabody 558-8253]

U.S. Supreme Court Upholds
“Fundamental” Right to Guns
“...the right of the
People to keep and
bear arms shall not
be infringed.”

Obama’s “Change” is the 2011
LARGEST TAX HIKES
in HISTORY
At virtualy every campaign stop, candidate Obama promised there would be
no new net spending during his administration. Just a year later now, he has caused
a few trillion in new federal spending. Infact, its more than a few trillion in new
spending. “The total potential federal government spending could reach up to
$23.7 trillion,” says Neil Barofsky, the special inspector general for TARP.
And, YOU will be paying for it! In just six months, the largest tax hikes in
the history of America will take effect. The TeaParty Revolution must become
more urgent and unified to resist this socialist take over of American Republic.
Its not just Obama’s anti-gun rights that is serious concern with his nomination to the Supreme Court of Elena Kagan, the socialist anti-Constitution Jew who
wrote Clinton’s anti- gun law, but Barack Obama himself seems intent on trashing
our Constitution and creating a European-style social welfare state. Obama said
“My budget is a blueprint for the economy.” Makaala! MORE TAXES !
Obama’s Tax increases will hit families and small businesses in three great
waves starting January 1, 2011 with the expiration of 2001 Tax Relief laws.
Personal income tax rates will rise. Itemized deductions will be excluded.
Higher taxes on marriage and family. The “marriage penalty” will return. The
child tax credit will be cut in half from $1000 to $500 per child. The dependent
care and adoption tax credits will be cut.
Death Tax. This year, there is no death tax. For those dying on or after January
2011, there is a 55% top death tax rate on estates over $1 million. A person leaving behind two homes and a retirement account could easily pass along a death tax
bill to their loved ones. Survivors must pay the Death Tax bill!
The capital gains tax will rise from 15 % this year to 20%.

Second Wave: OBAMACARE
There are over twenty new or higher taxes in Obamacare. Several will first go
into effect on January 1, 2011. They include: The “Medicine Cabinet Tax” Thanks
to Obamacare, Americans will no longer be able to use health savings account
(HSA) pre-tax dollars to purchase non-prescription, over-the-counter medicines.
The “Special Needs Kids Tax” This provision of Obamacare imposes a cap on
flexible spending accounts (FSAs) of $2500 (Currently, there is no federal government limit). There is one group of FSA owners for whom this new cap will be
particularly cruel and onerous: parents of special needs children. There are thousands of families with special needs children in the United States, and many of
them use FSAs to pay for high cost expensive special needs education.
MORE on page 2

Gun ownership rights of the People as stated in the 2nd Amendment were
upheld again in Monday’s U.S. Supreme Court Ruling, and supporters of the
Constitution for the United States of America have hailed the ruling as a victory.
This is the first time the US Supreme Court has offered a clear definition of
national significance of the 2nd Amendment’s guarantee that right of the People
to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed, and orders the lower federal
appeals court to reconsider its ruling - leaving little doubt that the Chicago laws
will eventually be overturned, and Hawaii’s chapter 134 HRS challenged.
In McDonald, v. Chicago, (08-1521) the ruling makes it clear that this does
not mean that all laws governing gun ownership in America are immediately
void. But Justice Samuel A. Alito, Jr., in the Court’s main opinion did make
unmistakably clear to lower court judges that the right to have a gun for selfdefense in the home is a “fundamental” constitutional right; and that the Second
Amendment right of the People to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed
applies equally against the federal government and the states.
The 2nd Amendment to the Constitution for the United States of America is
just 27 words, clearly stating our fundamental right to self protection against
common criminals and corrupt government agents: "A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep
and bear Arms shall not be infringed."
When a right is deemed to be “fundamental,” any law that seeks to limit or
infringe on it will be judged by the stiffest constitutional legal test called “strict
scrutiny,” and it will be struck down if the legislature’s need for it is not “compelling” and if the approach it takes is not the narrowest possible way to solve
the specific problem. Few gun laws can survive “strict scrutiny”.
In the Heller decision of 2008 declared the personal right to a gun is not
limited to having it at home, but is “a right to possess and carry weapons in case
of confrontation.”
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Obama’s Tax
Hikes: 2011
The HSA Withdrawal Tax Hike.
This provision of Obamacare increases
the additional tax on non-medical early
withdrawals from an HSA from 10 to 20
percent, disadvantaging them relative to
IRAs and other tax-advantaged
accounts, which remain at 10 percent.

Third: The Alternative
Minimum Tax and Employer
Tax Hikes
When Americans prepare to file
their
tax returns in January of 2011,
Defendant Obama is named as
they’ll
be in for a nasty surprise—the
"de facto president of the United States."
AMT won’t be held harmless, and many
tax relief provisions will have expired.
The AMT will catch over 28 million families, up from 4 million last year.
According to the Tax Policy Center, there will be an explosion of AMT taxpaying families—rising from 4 million last year to 28.5 million in 2011. These families will have to calculate their tax burdens twice, and pay taxes at the higher
level.
Small business expensing will be slashed and 50% expensing will disappear.
Small businesses can normally expense (rather than slowly-deduct, or “depreciate”) equipment purchases up to $250,000. This will be cut all the way down to
$25,000. Larger businesses can expense half of their purchases of equipment. In
January of 2011, all of it will have to be “depreciated.”
Taxes will be raised on all types of businesses. There are literally scores of tax
hikes on business that will take place. The biggest is the loss of the “research and
experimentation tax credit,” but there are many, many others, and will cost jobs.
Tax Benefits for Education and Teaching Reduced. The deduction for tuition
and fees will not be available. Tax credits for education will be limited. Teachers
will no longer be able to deduct classroom expenses. Coverdell Education Savings
Accounts will be cut. Employer-provided educational assistance is curtailed. The
student loan interest deduction will be disallowed for thousands of families.
Even Charitable Contributions from IRAs no longer allowed.
Want to protest this TAX TYRANNY? Be PREPARED to face off with lots
of brutal mindless Nazi riot armed paramilitary forces working against YOU. And
you will also face tank mounted stun gun noise cannons, and skin burning
microwave flame throwers like this photo below. Called Obama-Enforcement!

Dr. Jeffrey Okamoto
Pediatric Specialist
Awarded Kennedy Fellowship
Dr. Jeffrey Okamoto, a pediatrician
who works to improve the lives of
islanders with developmental and intellectual disabilities, has been selected for
a prestigious Joseph P. Kennedy Jr.
Foundation Public Policy Fellowship.
He flies every other month to Molokai to
care for children with developmental
and behavioral challenges at a clinic
supported by Kapiolani Medical Center.
Known to many Molokai families and
children, Dr. Okamoto has been coming
to Molokai for clinics for more than fifteen years.
He will leave next month for the
intensive yearlong fellowship -- an
opportunity to participate in public policy development. He is one of only three
people in the U.S. chosen for the
Kennedy program this year.
He said Dr. Gina French, a board-certified pediatrician in developmental
behavioral health, will cover his clinic while he is away.
Faculty members and doctors will take over his various other positions.
"I'm really hopeful to learn a lot about the process in D.C. They (the foundation) did tell me to use my patience in the process," he said.
Married with a 12-year-old son, Okamoto is a professor at the University of
Hawaii John A. Burns School of Medicine and a developmental-behavioral pediatrician at the Pediatric Specialty Center at Kapiolani Medical Center for Women
and Children.
He said many improvements have occurred in public policies affecting Hawaii
residents with such disabilities and he hopes for further improvements, particularly concerning self-determination.
He is interested in how to keep people with intellectual disabilities safe and
supported while allowing them to make their own decisions.
Many of the people served by the state Department of Health's Developmental
Disabilities Division, for which he is medical director, are making decisions for
themselves, "but they're not always the best decisions," he said.
The division has about 3,500 clients, of which 2,500 fall under a Development
Disabilities/Mental Retardation Home and Community-Based Services Medicaid
waiver program, he said. It is not a large number compared to some regions, he
said, "but I feel 3,500 is quite a bit of work considering the money and personnel
we have."
Hawaii became the first state to enact a law mandating self-determination for
people with developmental disabilities and mental retardation in 1998. Services
have been provided for them in the community since 1999, when the state closed
Waimanalo Training School and Hospital, an intermediate care facility for the
mentally retarded.
Okamoto said there has since been "a revolution" in care for this population.
"We are one of few states that doesn't have an institution. ...
"A lot of people are working really hard on the population, which is kind of
hidden, under the radar," he added.
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

No Free Man shall ever be debarred the
use of arms—Thomas Jefferson
The right to keep and bear arms free from infringement by any government agent is guaranteed by the 2nd Amendment’s plain words. Clearly the
intent of our Founding Fathers was to insure the ability of United States
Citizens to resist and remove any government agents who become Tyrants, as
well as provide individuals with the means to defend themselves and their
families against more common criminals.
On behalf of all the United States Citizens who are threatened at this time
by the violent criminals who have seized or usurped government offices and
powers, control the media and perpetrated the 9/11/01 false flag terrorist
attack on America in pursuit of global dominance—TAKE ACTION NOW:
“...it is their Right, it is their Duty, to throw off such Government.....” to
restore our Liberty, Freedom, and our once Great Republic.

REPUBLIC: (RES=thing; PUBLICA=public. The REPUBLIC or public thing is the CONSTITUTION for the United States
of America. And, keeping it of the People, by the People, and for
the People is the challenge and the reason our Right to Keep and
Bear Arms is vital to our FREEDOM and Liberty. But Obama,
Clinton et al want to take our guns. Why?

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.
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Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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What can YOU do about Obama Treason
Under the Obama regime, more than ever, there is a general decline in
respect for the Constitutional limits on government powers. Obama, Lingle et al
must be chained down to stop the taxation, debasing of our economy. Our
Constitution is the envy of oppressed nations around the world because it limits
the federal government to certain basic functions, e.g., national defense and
ensuring a free market across the nation, while protecting liberties that enable us
to plan and live our own lives, under rule of law, free from government interference. Now Obama is trying to make federal government the source of endless
free goods and services. Makaala! A government big enough to give you everything you want is powerful enough to take everything you have and give it to
someone else. The highest taxes in history are coming starting January 1, 2011.
See this video on AKAKU-TV, call in to request a showing for your group
or church gathering or TEA Party. George Peabody 558-8253

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Between High School and College?
Over 18? Drop that entry level position. Earn what you are worth!!!
Travel w/Successful Young Business
Group. Paid training. Transportation,
Lodging provided. 1-877-646-5050.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COLORADO 40 Acres $28,500!
Beautiful high mountain valley. Good
road frontage. Very near national
forest, hunting, fishing areas.
$500 down, $300 monthly.
Call Owners 806-376-8690.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE
from Home. *Medical, *Business,
*Paralegal, *Accounting, *Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer available. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call 866-397-6541

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Molokai Fisherman Exits Water With
Tako catch to Report Two Large Tiger
Sharks in Water at Waialua
Leimana Naki pictured with octopus and fish caught off Waialua last week
June 17, returned to shore faster than usual after he says he saw two large tiger
sharks swimming together near him and his catch. “One shark, ok, but I see two
sharks together scoping the area, in this very shallow water near where Keiki
Surf Meet is held in two days on Saturday. He borrowed a phone from Susan
Peabody and called in the shark report to Pukoo Fire Station to be alerted.

Molokai Jetski Rider Rescued Makapuu
A MAYDAY call on VHF radio from Molokai
resident Jeff Davis brought the Honolulu Fire
Department rescue squad to his sinking jetski about
2-miles off the Makapuu Lighthouse yesterday.
Davis was heading back to Molokai when his
watercraft began sinking. He said there were three
holes.
The Coast Guard called in HFD, which had its
Air 2 helicopter conducting exercises nearby. The
HFD rescue team sent in a swimmer to the watercraft, and towed in the jetski to a nearby cove.
Fire Department Capt. Lance Okai said rescuers worried there might have been more than
one person on the stricken craft, because Davis
was not in the driver's seat. "He was on the sled,
not the driver's seat. Usually if you're on a jet ski
you'll stay in the driver's seat. We were worried
there may have been more than one skier but it
turns out he was the only skier," Okai said.
Davis said he has gone between Molokai and
Oahu several times without incident. This is a trip he won't soon forget. "Oh,
that was pretty exciting. Yeah, pretty lonely out there when nothings working,"
said Davis.
[Jetski thrill craft are prohibited in Molokai waters.]

2008 TRUCK FOR SALE, 10-K MILES: ONLY $14,000
CALL 1-808-558-8253 CASH SALE ONLY

F-250 XL 8-cyc gas

